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The cognitive learning paradigm and research on technology 
enhanced learning 

•  Focus: 
–  Effect studiers (effect from intervention) 
–  Idealized models (e.g. argumentation models) 

•  Methods: 
–  (Quasi)experimental studies 

•  Lab-experiments 
•  Factor analysis/relation between variables 
•  Dekontexualizing 

•  Data: 
–  Evaluation of student products 

•  Intermediate products 
•  Pre- and post-tests 

•  Analysis: 
–  Categorizing and validation of student  

performances 
–  Level of analysis: Individual performances 



From Muukkonen, Hakkarainen, & Leinonen, 2000 

Example of problem-based learning model:  



The cognitive learning paradigme abd research on technology 
enhanced learning 

•  Focus: 
–  Effect studiers (effect from intervention) 
–  Idealized models (e.g. argumentation models) 

•  Methods: 
–  (Quasi)experimental studies 

•  Lab-experiments 
•  Factor analysis/relation between variables 
•  Dekontexualizing 

•  Data: 
–  Evaluation of student products 

•  Intermediate products 
•  Pre- and post-tests 

•  Analysis: 
–  Categorizing and validation of student  

performances 
–  Level of analysis: Individual performances 



From Seethaler & Linn, 2004 

From van der Meij & de Jong, 2006 



The socio-cultural learning paradigm – Central concepts  

1.  Learning seen as social meaning making 

2.  Technology as mediating artefacts 

3.  The meaning of institutional practices 



1. Learning seen as social meaning making 

•  Learning – social meaning making  
–  (Vygotsky, 1978; 1986; Wertsch, 1991;1998; Säljö, 2000) 

•  Language and conversation  - a social form of 
learning 

•  Learning takes place in the interaction among 
individuals 

•  Learning takes place in a context 

•  Scientific concepts 
–  Meaning potential 
–  Established ways of understanding concepts 



2. Technology as mediating artefact 

•  Artefacts (Cole, 1996; Säljö, 2000; 2005) 

–  Artefact =  
•  Tool developed by humans for specific aims 

–  Technology seen as historic and cultural artefacts 
•  Digital learning resources 

–  Digital learning resources embody; 
•  Knowledge 
•  Social practices 

–  E. g. research practice  (experimenting, data evaluation) 
–  E. g. learning practices (problem based learning) 

•  Mediation (Vygotsky, 1986; Wertsch, 1991; 1998) 

–  Mediation of knowledge and social practices 

–  Mediation of interaction among individuals   

–  The meaning potential of technology 

–  It is in the interaction among individuals and technology 
that meaning potential is mediated and realised 



3. The meaning of institutional practice 

•  Learning in an institutional setting – the school  (or the 
workplace) 

–  (Linell, 1998; Mehan, 1991; Olson, 2003)  

•  Institutional practice developed over time: 
–  Ways of participating in classroom activities 
–  The relation between students and the teacher 
–  Evaluation forms 
–  Classroom organization 
–  What counts as valid knowledge 
–  Use of learning resources 

•  The teacher as central promoter of institutional practice 

•  Production and reproduction of institutional practice takes 
place through classroom interaction  

•  Students’ orientation 



The socio-cultural learning paradigm and research on 
technology enhanced learning 

•  Focus: 
–  Process oriented studies 
–  Description oriented 
–  Empirical-/theory driven analytical concepts 

•  Methods: 
–  Design experiments  
–  Naturalistic studies 
–  Interaction analysis 

•  Data: 
–  Written and verbal interaction 
–  Interaction between: 

•  Students 
•  Students and technology 
•  Students and teacher(s) 

•  Analysis: 
–  Interaction analysis 
–  Extracts from interaction trajectories 

•  Sense-making of scientific concepts 
•  The role of the technology 
•  Students’ orientation towards institutional practices 
•  Teacher intervention 

–  Level of analysis: The social (group) level 



Oppsummering 

•  Technology enhanced learning seen from a socio-cultural 
perspective:  

–  Learning takes place in the intersection between students, teachers, the scientific 
content, the digital learning resources and the educational organization in a 
institutional context 



Intermediate task 

•  Small group discussion (10 minutes) 
–  Issues that you find complex 
–  Issues that you find especially interesting 



Interaction analysis 



Interaction analysis: 

An interdisciplinary method for ”empirical investigation of human beings 
with each other and with objects in their environment.” (Jordan & 
Henderson, 1995, p. 39)  

–  Talk 
–  Nonverbal interactions 

•  Gestures: laughter, nodding, pointing 
•  Actions: handing over a document, writing in a wiki, mobile blogging 



Focusing on accounts   

–  Participants’ actions need to be ”visibly-rational-and-reportable-for-all-
practical-purposes” (Garfinkel, 1967, vii) 



Accounts as gap-bridging devices 

”An account is a linguistic device employed whenever an action is 
subjected to valuative inquiry. Such devices are a crucial element in the 
social order since they prevent conflicts from arising by verbally bridging 
the gap between action and expectation”  

        
    (Scott & Lyman, 1968, p. 46) 



Accounts as gap-bridging devices 

•  Accounts seen as the practical achievement of “knowing how to go on in a 
discussion” (Wittgenstein, 1980; Mäkitalo, 2003) 

–  Descriptions 
–  Clarifications 
–  Explanations 
–  Justifications 



The dialogicality of “in situ” talk 

  …it responds to a previous action 
An utterance needs to be crafted to fit the unique circumstances of its 

performance 
 …while simultaneously it anticipates a response in return 

•  Implication for interaction analysis: A focus on what comes after a turn; 
the response 



Focus on interaction trajectories 

“Interaction analysis examines the temporal organization of moment-to-
moment, real-time interaction.” Jordan & Henderson, 1995, p. 61. 

•  Focus on participants’ orientation during interaction 

•  Focus on interaction trajectories 
–  Following students’ talk and interaction over a course of time 
–  Enables an understanding of: 

•  Changes in the students’ orientation during a work process/project 
•  The evolving process of students’ construction of conceptual understanding 
•  Changes in how the students’ employ, engage with and make sense the (technological) tools 



Analytical procedure;  
circling in the interaction data 

•  Step 1: Rough transcription of (video)recorded interaction 

•  Step 2: Identification of sequence locus  
–  Accounts (explanations, justifications, clarifications) 

•  Thematic episodes (e.g. conceptual themes within the discussion, engagement with 
a specific tool, or “doing school” sequences) 

•  Phases in the project.  

–   “inquiry project script” (introduction, hypothesis generation, experimentation etc). 

•  Step 3: Thorough transcription of selected sequence extracts 



”Aspects” of classroom interaction - examples 

•  Conceptual sense-making 
–  Scientific concepts 
–  Scientific phenomena 

•  Resources in use 
–  Technological tools 
–  Representations (texts, models, diagrams, simulations) 

•  Institutional 
–  Classroom discourse 
–  ”Doing school”- activities 



Task:  

•  Performing interaction analysis 
–  15 minutes group work (5 min reading individual + 10 min discussion) 
–  Plenary summing up 



Empirical context 
•  Setting: 

–  Group work 
–  SCY lab 
–  Forensic medicine 

•  “What information does a match between evidence 
and reference profile give about a suspect being 
guilty or not” 

•  Analytical concepts: 
–  Conceptual sense-making 

•  How do the participants make sense about 
the issue they are talking about?  

–  Resources in use 
•  Are there any resources in use/references 

to resources? 
•  What resources do the participants use 

while talking? 
•  Technology/representations? 

–  Institutional 
•  Teacher intervention 

–  How do the teacher interact with the 
students? 

–  In what way does he guide them? 
•  Other? 
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Practical 

•  29.03.2012 
–  Time: 9.15 -11.30 
–  Extra computers 


